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11.11.12-03.10.13 The Studio Museum in Harlem

Featuring work by twenty-nine different artists—many of them represented through multiple
contributions—“Fore” continues in the vein of the Studio Museum’s previous group shows (the
alliterative “Freestyle,” 2001, “Frequency,” 2005–2006, and “Flow,” 2008). The exhibitions have helped
introduce emerging talent in a number of different media, from painting to site specific installation. To be
sure, many of the artists in “Fore” have already staked out notable places in the contemporary scene.
Noah Davis contributes with Found Photo, 2012, a characteristically arresting portrait of a foregrounded
young man in three-quarter profile, set against a window frame and an abstract section recalling a
vagrant Clyfford Still painting. Equally striking is Jennifer Packer’s group of canvases, painted in a loose,
unceremonious hand—a hand fittingly wed to their imagery of lounging and loafing. Letting the oil paint
occasionally pool and coagulate on the surface of the works, Packer underscores their unhurried
informality. Firelei Báez’s gouache drawings on paper are, by contrast, meticulously rendered. Made up
of floral, decorative patterns and set onto the empty spaces of found, yellowing book pages, Báez’s lone
bodies draw upon popular imagery, Caribbean history, and the work of Francisco de Goya. Hung at a
slight distance from the wall, the paintings demonstrate a playful vitality and elliptical, literary imagery
that bring the pages alive, as if drawing out a faded narrative strand sunk into the weft of yellowed
paper.

Painting is by no means the only mode here. Sadie Barnette’s deadpan objects/installations—like
Untitled (Boombox), 2012, with its eponymous appliance painted white, its cassette port improbably
stuffed with dirt—are striking in their quiet incongruity. The semiotics of color (or its lack) perhaps
conjures up a parallel discourse here, particularly given the upshot of a made-over “ghetto blaster.” Yet
the works also evince an unadorned lyricism, free of any heavy-handed conceit. Video finds poignant
treatment and humorous nuance in Steffani Jemison’s Maniac Chase, 2008–2009, and Nicole Miller’s
two-channel Daggering, 2012, which juxtaposes footage of the artist dancing ballet with footage of
Caribbean dance-hall “daggering” (a bawdy and raucous dance craze). Propriety and defiant indecorum
tangle here in an extended pas de deux that conjures up the tensions of female young adulthood. Other
highlights include the splintered signage of Brenna Youngblood’s Untitled, 2012, and Toyin Odutola’s
pen-and-ink portraits, with their looming visages and literary allusions.
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Roving Eye: Ready for the Readymade 

by dean daderko 04/02/12  My colleagues and I are finalizing plans for "It is what it is. Or is it?" which opens May 
1, and will be the first 

The Fellows of Core Residency Program have work up at the Glassell School of Art. The artists-in-residence 
are Miguel Amat, Anthea Behm, Lourdes Correa-Carlo, Fatima Haider, Jang Soon Im, Gabriel Martinez,  

Miller's video Daggering (2011) focuses on the dance phenomenon of the same name. Shot in the winking 
colored lights of a dance club, young couples engage in frenzied mock sexual couplings. Alternating 
between ambient club sound and slow-motion silence, the bodies of the dancers evoke ecstasy of the body 
in extremis, trapped in conventional sexual roles (top/bottom, active/passive), and seemingly ready to break 
out of them. I found myself watching all 34 minutes of the video with rapt attention. 

The Menil has two engaging exhibitions on view: "Richard Serra Drawing: A Retrospective," curated by 
Bernice Rose and Michelle White, and "This World is Not My Home: Danny Lyon Photographs," curated by 
Toby Kamps. 

The Serra drawing show, which unfolds in a mazelike build-out, impresses with the work's matter-of-fact, 
sometimes brutal physicality. Many of the drawings have been executed in black oil stick on Belgian linen 
stapled directly to the walls. Playing off of the architecture, pieces darken corners and opposing walls, and in 
a few cases create dizzying perspectives. Serra's drawings register physically and emotionally, and the 
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